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JANUARY 2013
INFORMATION LETTER/UPDATE:
GENERAL INFORMATION:
When I heard the news about the Connecticut shooting, it was a like a kick in the
gut. These incidents have become more common place and I see it as a result of our
loose culture.
A simple solution which I think is long overdue is to place:
 A full time Police Officer
 Or a retired Police Officer
 Or a contract Armed Security Officer
in every school. It would only take a week’s worth of active shooter response
training to get them up to speed. Require them take a physical fitness and shooting
test once a year and it would solve many of these active shooter attacks and reduce
the casualty rate in others.
Further, schools should have doors that cannot be accessed from the outside and
visitors should be channeled through central control points to control access.
Teachers should teach and not carry guns unless they are proficient in their use. A
state CCW permit is geared to the lowest common denominator. Also, they would
have to ensure the weapon is on them the entire school day. I can see the problems
when one leaves their weapon in a bag or in a desk and forgets about it.
We need to put security in all of our schools as there will always be problems and
not just for the crazed gunman wanting a body count. Teachers have killed other
teachers and spouses have killed their teacher counterpart in schools. Many domestic
situations have been drug into our nation’s schools and it will continue in the future.
The assigned security officer will also act as a liaison to local law enforcement and
can help plan each schools lockdown response and how to interface with active
shooter response teams. This is easy to implement. Local communities can do this
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without the help of the federal government and they can do it now. We need to
make our schools a hard target for gunmen.
The sad part is that I hear a great deal of liberals who do not support this despite the
years of attacks. I cannot understand this mentality of not wanting to protect our
kids.
Finally, mental health issues and our society need to be addressed with realistic goals
and objectives to help people. This means more access to mental health care to help
the troubled ones in our society.
LE CORNER:
As I outlined above, this can be implemented very easy in local venues where you
do not have officers permanently assigned. It would be a great semi-retirement job
for those wanting to ease out of the profession and still give back to the community.
Finally, remember many good people are sheep and expect someone to save them.
They will not fight and expect the good guys to roll hard and save them. Stay
trained, in shape with your weapons zeroed and ready.
New stats from the Force science newsletter
IV. New stats on the growing threat of rapid mass murder
Ron Borsch, who monitors active killing incidents worldwide, has released his latest
statistical summary, indicating that the frequency of these bloody events is
continuing to escalate and that the interruption of a suspect's murderous rampage is
most likely to be initiated by a single citizen or LEO.
Borsch, manager of the Southeast Area Law Enforcement Regional Training
Academy in Bedford, OH, tracks what he terms Rapid Mass Murder (RMM): four or
more persons slain within 20 minutes in a public place.
He also tallies attempted RMMs: incidents that would likely have reached the fourvictim level had they not been aborted. Attempts, he concedes, are a case-by-case
judgment call, determined by the number of persons wounded, the weapons and
ammunition the offender had, suicide notes, and/or other evidence suggesting
apparent intent.
Among Borsch's findings:


RMMs are at a record high. From 1975 through the Columbine massacre,
"successful" and attempted RMMs in the US and abroad averaged one per year.
Post-Columbine through 2010, the yearly average was four. Last year there were
eight, and the total for 2012 through Thanksgiving was 9.
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Statistically,

the most dangerous months are March (23%) and April (16%),
with September and December tied at 11%.

Schools (pre-school through 12th grade) are target 38% of the time;
colleges/universities 17%; and churches/religious facilities 10%.

Intervention occurs to stop the killing in just over half the incidents, Borsch
estimates. Of known aborts, two-thirds are accomplished by civilians and onethird by law enforcement.

Citizens for the most part act unarmed, and eight out of 10 times their
intervention is initiated by a single actor. "When law enforcement successfully
stops RMM," Borsch reports, "the abort is initiated by a solo officer seven out of
10 times."

Borsch has found examples of successful two-officer and three-officer
intervention on occasion, but he says he has "never been able to objectively
document a case where four or more officers acting together in a formation have
been able to stop RMM."
The single most important training take-away, in Borsch's opinion: "Agencies
need to emphasize single-officer tactics for responding to active-killer threats
and de-emphasize or abandon multiple-officer 'posse' exercises, which still
persist as a sacred cow in some jurisdictions."

INSTRUCTOR NOTES
I am still getting a few students who show up to Advanced SWAT classes with no
rear sight on their weapon and simply an issued optic. Optics are great, but a slight
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drizzle in the last class during the rifle range fire put many out of action as they
could not see and would have to wipe to make the shot. I have also talked to officers
who said their optic took 1-2 minutes to de-fog after being taken from an air
conditioned patrol car into a humid environment. Do them and the community they
protect a favor and have back up iron sights on their right and ensure they zero them.
MONTHLY INSPIRIATION
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MONTHLY PERSPECTIVE:
You cannot turn on a one hour T.V. show at night and not see at least 1-5 people
killed in that episode with some realistic details on the weekly CSI flick. I choose
not to watch it because I have seen a great deal of real world death in my life and
choose to entertain my brain with less caustic visions.
Maybe the president should put a little pressure on his Hollywood chums to curtail
the unrelenting slew of TV shows and movies that glamour the violence.
As for our offspring, they need discipline. They also want to see it in you as a
parent and as you know will sometimes push your button to see when you will act.
Making them uncomfortable and understanding there are right and left boundaries in
life are important to all kids and will ensure the next generation is not the weak link
in our evolution as is many of the current generation are.
Another issue is that many parents are weak and do not want any confrontation with
their kids and allow them to push, push and push until failure and then wonder what
happened. If you don’t have the guts to stand up to your kids and make them do
what is right, don’t breed.
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My view of many hypocritical actors….

"Editors of The Journal News are Janet Hasson, 3 Gate House Rd, Mamaroneck, NY
10534. (248) 594-2197 Cyndee Royle, 1133 Westchester Ave, Suite N110, White
Plains, NY 10604, 914-694-9300 Nancy Cutler 9 Woodwind Ln, Spring Valley, NY.
(845) 354 3485 Parent company, Gannett CEO Gracia C Martore 728 Springvale Rd
Great Falls, VA 22066 (703) 759 5954.
The reporter on the story is Dwight R Worley 23006 139 Ave Springfield Gardens,
NY 11413 (718) 527 0832".
These are the people responsible for releasing names of NY gun owners….
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http://www.infowars.com/a-warning-to-gun-grabbers-and-collectivist-mediaby-calling-for-gun-control-you-are-unleashing-your-own-worst-nightmare/
The above link is a great article about the recent gun legislation scare….

ON A LIGHTER NOTE…

TRAINING:
If you have groups wanting training or training suggestions, I keep open dates on the
calendar.
RANGE UPDATE:
Cleaned the south property line and will put in a couple more sub ranges on the 110.
We are also on track build a smaller second shoot house.
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CLASSROOM/ LODGE:
No changes
EQUIPMENT:
James William’s new knife is almost out. It is the Otanashi Noh Ken and it is the
knife in the center of the photo. It is longer and thinner than the original Hissatsu
folder and does not have an opening assist blade. It is fitted with a reversible end
clip that allows it to worn deeper in the pocket. Also, the blade lock is manual, not
automatic as with the Hissatsu folder. It is a great concealed carry blade.
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The Otanashi Noh Ken is the lower of the two knives above. James said they will
be out after the Shot Show in January.
HUNTING UPDATE:

Looks like this buck had one too many fights…
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We are working on putting together Archery Pig hunts for small groups in the future.
We can provide a safe and quality environment with plenty of targets. Watch the
website for details. We have started to prepare areas.
If you are interested in Archer hunts, e-mail me at:
paulkoko@hotmail.com
I have started a contact list…

DVD’s, Leadership and Training For the Fight/The Tactical Trainer

TACTICAL DVD’s OUT:
 Tactical Pistol Operator
 Tactical Rifle Operator
 Advanced Tac Pistol/Rifle
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 Tactical Drills
 Combat Mindset
DVD’s IN THE WORKS:
 Black Hawk Down
The book out and available from www.amazon.com It also contains the “The
Tactical Trainer.”
The original “Leadership and Training for the Fight” will be available
exclusively through www.authorshouse.com for those wishing to purchase it. As a
side note, it just went into its second printing.
READING/MISC. INFORMATION
More books stacking up…
CLASS PAYMENTS
You will have a slot in the course when I receive payment for the class. In the
case of an agency, when they officially request an invoice. I have had too many
individuals not show up lately and I intend to put a stop to it.
I would prefer you send a check as the credit card costs for processing are
substantial.
IN CLOSING
Thanks and we look forward to seeing you all soon.
Paul R. Howe

